College Adopts Pass-Fail Option System

By PHILIP ARKOW

The College and the College for Women have formally adopted a Pass/Fail grading system as proposed by the College Committee on Instruction. The new system will be made available to students in September.

The motion was passed yesterday with a "sizeable majority," according to Committee Chairman Dr. Thomas H. Wood, with only slight changes. An amendment was passed barring students on general academic probation, as well as freshmen, from taking pass/fail courses.

Would not affect grading systems.

The Wharton School Curriculum Committee tabled the pass/fail motion until the subsequent faculty meeting, scheduled for the first week in May. A proposal to include 4 credit units for Wharton students, rather than the 6 credit units allowed as pass/fail courses for College students, was recommended.

Hershey's letter indicated that the pass/fail system would fit into the current plan of basing deferments on the student's class rank and/or the Selective Service Qualification Examinations.

Class rank will now be determined by a student's average in the 34 non-pass/fail credit units he receives instead of the 40 credit units presently used.

Hershey's letter expresses his realization that Universities employ separate grading systems, and that the deferment rating decisions are to be made by the individual school.

"In effect," Meyerhoff said, "Hershey said, 'Go ahead.' The letter," Meyerhoff continued, "is vague and typically Hershey.

Student class ranks will thus be determined by the University, and will be based on the non-pass/fail system (Continued on page 5).

Attorney Norman Berson Attacks Party Machine; Proposes Internal Reform

Political reform in Philadelphia must work within the Democratic Party but against the political machine, attorney Norman Berson told the University Young Democrats yesterday. Berson is a reform candidate for state assembly from a center-city district.

"If Philadelphia is going to progress," Berson said, "the Democratic Party must be revitalized from within."

"Cancer," he said, "but it can be cured." Berson noted that 12 other Reform Democrats were running against organization Democrats. "There are several important seats being disputed and that is a good sign," Berson stated.

Requests Aid

Berson requested the aid of Young Democrats and other undergraduates interested in supporting the reform movement in Philadelphia, "It's like a home run, " he said, "and it is not a cure." The Young Democrats meeting was held Tuesday morning at Houston Hall Plaza.

Marijuana

Narcotics on Campus: I

By MARC TURTLETAUB

Managing Editor

All the publicity about the dope problem in American colleges has assumed added significance with the recent announcement that a University student has been charged with the possession of marijuana and is being held for a grand jury hearing in April.

Following the report of the marijuana "birthday party," which was attended by some twenty University students and recent graduates, the Daily Pennsylvania was besieged with letters from students insisting that "marijuana is not habit forming." The general argument put forth was this:

1- The use of marijuana does not result in a physical dependence on the drug.

2- Tolerance to the drug does not result from the continued use of marijuana. (A person who has acquired tolerance to a drug requires increasing quantities of the drug with each successive use to achieve satisfaction.)

3- Marijuana does not arouse aggressive behavior in the user.

4- Marijuana experimentation is an intellectual pursuit and has aggressive behavior in the user.

5- Marijuana experimentation is an intellectual pursuit and has no place in the University where "free inquiry ought be untrammeled."

Unfortunately, these are not all the facts. The argument that marijuana is not addicting is factually correct, according to Dr. Edward Humphries, head of the Philadelphia Institute for Narcotic and Alcoholic Addiction. Dr. Humphries warns, however, that one's concept of addiction is a matter of semantics. The addicting drug is one which literally causes a physical dependence on the drug. Opium, and other opioids are depressants and derivatives (morphine, heroin, etc.), are the major addicting drugs.

Students engage in heated debate during yesterday's Vietnam rally.
The entire University area must be cleared of illegally parked cars, for illegally parked cars, according to the Campus Guards, is recently that Members of the Committee for Student Vehicle Registration will study the problem of illegal parking.

Presently the University's parking program provides that no car parked in a University lot without an authorized sticker may be towed. However, two inspectors are maintained to check for unauthorized automobiles on campus. They put in two hours police. They put in two hours apiece each day.

Temple Teques Rating

A few weeks ago the security committee of Temple University requested that the City Council pass a bill making their entire campus a tow-away zone. The measure was based on difficulties experienced to fire - fighting equipment and numerous complaints from citizens.

Informers sources at Temple said that through the program has sweeping powers, it will only be enforced in 12 or vital areas. Students at Temple are not privy to about this ruling.

Baron Curley is a prospective member of the security committee at Temple in this area. He feels that the measure will explain the details of the system and its enforcement.
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Pass/Fail Passes

The deans of the College, for Women and the Wharton School desire the hearty approval of all undergraduates for their recent decision to adopt the proposed pass/fail system next semester.

This will be the first proposal of the Student Committee on Undergraduate Education to receive the approval of the faculty. It may well be the most sweeping academic reform at the University in recent years. The system will permit a student to take a course except a distributional or major requirement without worrying about a grade.

The plan is specifically designed to encourage undergraduates to tackle tough courses outside their disciplines, to encourage academic experimentation.

Other benefits will include an injection of different viewpoints on courses which previously enjoyed a narrow constituency.

The system could provide a testing ground for new courses. A course offered entirely on a pass/fail basis for its first year could be modified, if necessary, before students get hurt rather than later. The plan gives SCUE an opportunity to study the effect that "grades-for-grades-sake" has on Penn students and could yield information on which to base future academic reforms, or modifications of the system itself.

One such modification could be allowing a student to sign up as a pass-failer and then elect to go for a grade. The present plan, unlike the University's arrangement for auditing, prohibits changing one's status in the middle of a semester. Many critics of the pass/fail system, like Dr. Richard L. Hoffman of the English Department, decry the fact that a pass-failer can get an F if he does poorly, but cannot get an A, no matter how well he does.

Nevertheless, the system as it stands will help every undergrad who previously needed either superhuman courage or wanton disregard for his future to tackle a tough-but-interesting elective.

Education at the university may now move closer to an ancient ideal: education as an end rather than a means.

THE DAILY PENNSylvanian

American Wax Museum
You Are There!

By ALFRED SCHREIBER

Sound! Action! Color! Hear the throbbing heat of the hostile Indian tom-toms. See the flag being raised on Mount Vernon. Flesh and cannon fire as you walk through the trenches of World War II. Now, all this is a description of an LSD trip--it's simply a few highlights of a visit to the American Wax Museum.

"You say you've seen the old horror film 'House of Wax' and haven't been to a wax museum since? Well, the American Wax Museum is an entirely new concept in wax exhibits: dramatic portrayals of the highlights of American history with narration, theatrical lighting and action. Also, there is no Chamber of Horrors or hairy stuff of any kind. It is perfectly safe for little children, grandmothers or Penn coeds.

Push A Button And Start A War!

One usually thinks of a wax museum as a static and stuffy place, full of dusty wax figures of heroes long dead. Prepare yourselves! In the American Wax Museum you are immediately propelled back in time to the historical events that make up our country; in the World War One battle scene, one need only press a button and a tableaux comes alive with flashing red lights, cannon fire and doughboys fighting to the death. Its the next best thing to being on the front lines.

Frank Firestone, the rotund congenial manager of the exhibition, feels that American Wax Museums are on the upswing once a purely European phenomenon, every day more and more museums offer an American approach.

ROBERT E. LEE

Patrick Henry is seen sporting a flowing red coat. JKF is looking affably in a tuxedo and patent leather dress pumps. Mrs. Kennedy is her best dressed self in a French Empire gown. William Penn, Ben Franklin, and Sam Adams are well turned out in Brooks vests and old type pillar shirts with silver buckles. Our American heroes all seemed to have had an eye for fashion.

"Let The Word Go Forth...

"Let The Word Go Forth..."
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HAROLD WILSON
Statesman or Politician

By GUY LEIGH

On Thursday, March 31st Harold Wilson was returned to office with a majority of 57 and a mandate to govern. That this happened is itself a measure of Mr. Wilson's achievement as a politician during the eighteen months of his administration and also a testament to Wilson's leadership. What a success he has been in doing the impossible and adapting a Labour Prime Minister the "natural" choice for Prime Minister in a nation that has traditionally regarded the conservatives as its "natural" rulers.

It may, in fact, not be going to be so, but he has been so successful in proving himself a masterful politician, a pragmatic and proven leader, that Harold Wilson is unique in his ability to give verbal expression to outsized socialist dogma while conveying the impression that he, the Prime Minister of the "new Britain," does not do a thing in action and accomplishment, is not about to be hamstrung by such drivel. He is superb in the every day give and take of parliamentary proceedings. He shines under day to day pressures of survival.

The crucial question is: to whom, Harold Wilson can rise above pragmatism. Does he have the vision that will make him a great statesman and not just a brilliant politician?

He won the election essentially as a result of personality contest with Ted Heath. He proved syllogistic regarding future political predictions instead of using a platform of "I'm competent and know what has to be done. Give me the needed majority and shall do it." The electorate took Wilson at his word and gave him a mandate.

But no one doubts that Harold Wilson can govern. What the analysts want to know is can he also fulfill his political tasks that are essential to Britain's future?

Specifically, these tasks may be divided into an end to Britain's Empire orientation and shifting class-conscious traditionalism. In-
letters to the editor

with this one exception, GT&E holds the lead in remote control

We leave it up to the dexterity of youth to manipulate slot cars. But concede nothing to anyone in the matter of making machines act as they should without human intervention—even if they’re separated by hundreds of miles.

The lead is supplied by two of GT&E’s family of companies. Automatic Electric manufactures the control systems, and Lenkurt Electric the equipment to transmit the control signals over wire lines or microwave radio. In combination, the systems are used to automate gas and oil pipelines, electric utility complexes, and the operations of railroads.

The Comtell™ 2000 supervisory and control system—new from Automatic Electric—can report the status of 180 devices in as little as 290 seconds.

Lenkurt’s new Journal Data Transmission transmits “hotbox” information instantly so railroad controllers may stop trains before costly accidents occur.

Automatic remote control is just one of many ways GT&E is serving the national interest. Our total activities are covered in a booklet you can obtain from your place of employment, or by writing General Telephone & Electronics, 730 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
would you like a good summer job? MANPOWER has the best of them!

It's never too early to start lining up the job you want this summer. Manpower would like to hear right now about your availability and capability... whether you have office skills like typing, stenography, or office machine operation. As the world's largest temporary help service, Manpower gets the top jobs in over 400 cities throughout the world. Stop in at the Manpower office in your home city during spring vacation.

MANPOWER
THE VERY BEST IN TEMPORARY HELP
CAMPUS EVENTS

University Agenda

- At the Catacombs "Elephant Gulp" by Bertold Brecht. Bread and Roses Production at 10 P.M.
- Films: Westerly Optical Corporation will show "The Story of a Woman," "Rosebud," "A Matter of Time," and "Man is the Measure." These films will be closed captioned for the hearing impaired.
- Free Tutoring available in the Tutoring Center, Monday through Thursday, 3 to 5 p.m.
- Free ticketing for all spring planned events at 11:30 a.m. each day at the union.

Activity Notices

CIRCLE K—There will be a meeting of the Circle K club today at 7:00 p.m. in Houston Hall.

BACAR FOR SALE


LOCKER-E-HUTTERS

THE FOREST OF APPELTS AT FROZEL TO YOU Must afford. 2-15 SOUTH 187 STREET, PHILA. 7, Pa. COURT 1-277.
Rep. Wilter Presents Bill For 18-Year-Olds to Vote

A resolution to amend the Constitution of the State of Georgia to allow 18-year-olds to vote in the future, if all nationalities unite for the common good, was brought before the House Judiciary Committee in June.

Representative Charles Longstreet Wiltner (Dem., Ga.), author of the resolution, said that he would attempt to have the bill enacted in the next legislative session. He argued that young Americans should have the right to vote in order to participate in the democratic process.

Estimates Two Thirds Majority

The Representative estimated that if the matter came to a vote, it would be two-thirds in favor of the bill. He said that the problem of getting a committee to vote on the bill was on the floor for a hearing. The reason for not doing so for people to let their congressmen know that they are in favor of this bill.

20 Bills

One girl in Illinois wrote to the Representative and told him of her enthusiasm for the proposal, which resulted in his introduction of 20 other bills.

A special public support Rep. Wiltner will be making available to schools throughout the country, which will include the latest news on the bill, and is mailing letters to all colleges and universities of his home state.

The Chamber of Commerce is circ- culated in the country about the resolution.

Discussion at Vietnam Rally

"Bring the troops home" advocates said, "They don't know what they're talking about..." The Asianists argued that the Chinese troops in Vietnam are fighting for freedom from the United States. They called on the Government to stop killing the Kieu Kuan clan.

Defeted

Ed Jahn, a member of Students for Democratic Society, stated that America has itself set itself up for a defeat, which will come in two or three months. "If immediately," he said that he was not interested in the United States joining Kwek, or even in the spread of Communists, led by the Asianists. Instead, he expressed the wish that the United States would not withdraw another寸，peaceful protest against the war. He was also against an insignificant propaganda war directed at the Vietnamese.

AED to Hold Pre-Med Forum

The majority of the users are "addiction prone" to certain drugs.

Pre-Med Forum

The majority of the users are "addiction prone" to certain drugs.

Harter (Continued from page 8)

There are various methods of addiction which may be called psychological dependence. Two such methods are the ambisexual (the stay-away pills and drug pills as a Deardone drug) and the hallucinogen (the "drop-off" a habituating drug). These methods of addiction are dangerous to the physical health of the user because they are compelling as the physical de-

The real danger of marijuana is that its effects on a given individual are unpredictable. Most users merely enjoy a sense of exhilaration but become depressed with larger doses. In the case of the amphetamine user, "The addiction of marijuana may be psychotically causing a "poisoning of the patient." The user can make very varied reactions to marijuana which are different for each individual. The user believes that certain individuals are "addicted," which is not the case with the amphetamine user. The problem is that in the future, the user may become addicted to the drug. In and who is not addiction prone.

"It is possible that the only dangers of marijuana, Dr. Humphries indicated that the "pecific fact that in many marijuana smoking raises the desire for increased psychological changes," in a high percentage of drug users, the use of heroin has been identified as the use of "The influence of the student on the use of marijuana is not yet clear. The majority of the users are currently in the 16-20 age group, and "include a good number of underclassmen or former students." One of the possible explanations for the trend from marijuana to heroin is that marijuana is believed by many to induce tolerance in the user, with each successive use of the drug, the user requires a greater change to receive the same effect. As the drug develops, the user may look elsewhere for greater kicks.

The question remains unresolved. Certainly the future of marijuana use is in question, but not without having been exaggerated yet the extent to which marijuana use will become habituated, and that many are induced to seek other drugs from the production of marijuana.

Some hope that the hallucinogen be abolished.

Track Results

(Continued from page 6)
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(Continued from page 6)
By STEVE RUTTER

In a game loaded with unearned runs, errors, and wild plays, Penn's baseball team overcame a 1-0 deficit, and went on to soundly defeat the Philadelphia Textile Rams 6-2 at Stewart Field yesterday.

Quaker pitcher Jerry Parrold went seven full innings, and with the help of catcher Brian Hortman, registered his second victory against no defeat. George Bradin (0-2) was the losing pitcher for Philadelphia Textile. The Rams started the scoring in the first inning, when the game went Dave Clymer drew a walk from Parrold and attempted to steal second base. When Penn catcher, Ralph Heffernan's throw to second went wild and out to centerfield, Clymer went on to steal third. When temperature's sacrifice fly to right.

In the fourth inning, Penn scored back to back runs with Bruce Meloy singled with one out and then second. Pete Wiesniewski grounded out to short to bring Meloy to third, and the intentionally walked stolen second base. When Penn runners at second and third. With two out, Jerry Parrold grounded to short, but the throw to first was wild, and both Clymer and Wiesniewski Philadelphia Textile tied the score at 2-2 in the sixth inning, after hits by Dave Clymer and Reardon's sacrifice fly to right.

In the ninth inning, Penn tied the score again. With two out, Joe McCann grounded to first and Heffernan's throw to second was wild and Clymer scored.

In the seventh, Penn made four runs on some key hits and some glaring errors. Henry's single, and an error of Chuck Shales' grounder by Ray一辈子, Philadelphia ran runners on first and second. John Harlowe then walked and Pete Wiesniewski to second and third with a sacrifice bunt, and an intentional walk on Molloy moved Penn to second and wild Clymer scored.
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